
What the difference in brain structure between liberals and conservatives?   

What the difference in brain structure between liberals and conservatives? And 

where do our political convictions come from: rational deliberation, or biological 

determinism? 

Liberalism and conservative are a philosophical discourse discussion, dialectic 

speech, discussion about rationality and intuitional philosophy and both of them are 

worldview lecture, and any contest or challenge related to these two concepts, having 

basis criteria and who can discuss around a subject that he/she can define that subject 

to detailed criteria, for example: we say, free markets, what is it mean , it means , 

everyone can do everything or not , how about distribution’s justice   in this market 

, is it   win-win  truly   or this interactive  dealing is as a collusion  and so on? , and 

conservatism ,it is social philosophy matter , rationality and intuitional philosophy , 

both of them , Conservatism as a political and social philosophy promotes retaining 

traditional social institutions in the context of culture and civilization. Some 

conservators seek to preserve things as they are, emphasizing stability and 

continuity, while others, called reactionaries, oppose modernism and seek a return 

to "the way things were". The first established use of the term in a political context 

originated by many philosophers  ,The term, historically associated with right-wing 

politics, has since been used to describe a wide range of views.  

Therefore, should be established the range of the difference between the worst and 

best of Liberalism and conservativeness, and then, the key factors of both be 

compared whit them (by math models), the data should be truth and righteous, in 

this surveying, we don’t have interpreters enough, one who can translate from any 

data, by suitable hermeneutic   to another as clarifier, explainer and commendatory, 

therefore, all universities must train students in MS or doctoral course as interpreters 

enough , it is difference between righteous understand and relative or 

reliability(dependability )  understanding , I wrote this subject in  Persian language(is 

attached), also , I have researched and learned   about usefulness science in during 

30 years , and we should establish a university about this matter. 
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